abortion in
when the nation enters the womb
by Elana Maryles Sztokman and L. Ariella Zeller

W

hen hollywood actress noa tishbi

RETURNED HOME TO )SRAEL FOR A VISIT RECENTLY THE
local press badgered her about starting a family.
h/NLY IN )SRAEL DO PEOPLE GET INTO MY WOMB v
she replied. Tishbi’s rejoinder provided a succinct commentary
on the invasive discourse about women’s bodies that pervades
CONVERSATION IN )SRAEL
)SRAELI CULTURE PLACES A HIGH PREMIUM ON BABIES AND FAMILIES
This country has the highest per capita use of in-vitro fertilizaTION IN THE WORLD )6& PROCEDURES ARE FREE AND ALMOST UNLIMITED
a policy that certainly provides welcome assistance to people
struggling to conceive, as well as to single mothers by choice
and other aspiring parents who want to have children outside of
conventional family structures. Government-subsidized HMOs
SPEND SOME  MILLION A YEAR ON FERTILITY TREATMENTS ONE OF THE
costliest policies of the health care system.
Fertility is clearly valued, but family planning is not.
Motherhood is supported and encouraged, but non-mothering
WOMEN ARE CULTURALLY AND ECONOMICALLY MARGINALIZED h)T SEEMS
there is provision for women’s special reproductive health needs
ONLY TO THE EXTENT THAT THEIR ROLE AS MOTHERS IS REINFORCED v WROTE
#ARMEL 3HALEV AND 3IGAL 'OOLDIN IN A  REPORT IN THE JOURNAL
Nashim. “A complex combination of factors, including identiFICATION WITH THE COLLECTIVE GOAL OF FIGHTING THE @DEMOGRAPHIC
THREAT THAT THE COUNTRYS !RAB POPULATION MIGHT EVENTUALLY OUTNUMBER THE *EWS  THE NEED TO MAKE *EWISH BABIES PARTICULARLY
IN THE WAKE OF THE (OLOCAUST AND THE THREAT OF LOSING A CHILD IN
WAR OR IN A TERRORIST ATTACK ARE ALL SAID TO HAVE INFLUENCED )SRAELS
PRO NATALIST CULTURE v 9AEL (ASHILONI $OLEV ALSO WROTE
The culture’s view of women’s bodies plays out in particular
IN THE ABORTION EXPERIENCE /N THE SURFACE WOMEN IN )SRAEL HAVE
an easier time with abortions than their American counterparts.
There are no threats of clinic bombings, no political pressure
to overturn women’s basic freedoms, and no need to travel far,
as some American women must do. Most abortions are legal in
)SRAEL WITH AN ESTIMATED   LEGAL ABORTIONS A YEAR ACCORDING TO THE #ENTRAL "UREAU OF 3TATISTICS "UT THEY ARE NOT ALWAYS
simple to obtain.

the abortion panel
)SRAELS  !BORTION ,AW LEGALIZED ABORTION UNDER ANY ONE OF
FIVE CONDITIONS  THE WOMAN IS UNDER  OR OVER   THE
FETUS HAS A SERIOUS MENTAL OR PHYSICAL DEFECT  THE PREGNANCY
RESULTED FROM FORBIDDEN RELATIONS SUCH AS RAPE INCEST OR ADULTERY
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 THE PREGNANCY THREATENS THE WOMANS PHYSICAL OR MENTAL
HEALTH  THE PREGNANCY THREATENS THE WOMANS ECONOMIC STABILITY 4HE FIFTH CRITERION WAS ABOLISHED IN  AS A RESULT OF
pressure from religious political parties who do not view finances
A LEGITIMATE CONSIDERATION IN FAMILY PLANNING )N PRACTICE UNMARried women can have abortions with relative ease, but not married
WOMEN ACCORDING TO /RLY (ASSON 4SITSUASHVILI THE $IRECTOR
OF 3HILO &AMILY 0LANNING %DUCATIONAL AND #OUNSELING #ENTER
Abortions are illegal for a married woman whose pregnancy does
not fit into one of the four categories — even a married woman
suffering from poverty, or already struggling with a large family. A
married woman who simply does not want a child, or who wants
to practice family planning, certainly does not count.
4HE PRIMARY OBSTACLE FOR WOMEN IS THE hABORTION PANEL v A
three-person committee consisting of doctors and social workers — including at least one woman — that must approve all
ABORTIONS )RIT 2OSENBLUM FOUNDING DIRECTOR OF THE .EW &AMILY
Organization in Tel Aviv, an advocate for reproductive freedom,
SAYS h)TS COMPLETELY CHAUVINISTICx)MAGINE A MAN FACING PROState surgery being forced to stand in front of a panel asking if he
SHOULD OR SHOULDNT DO IT )F A WOMAN DECIDES TO HAVE AN ABORtion, it should be up to her and her doctor to explore the issues
AND THATS ITv 3HE ADDS THAT )SRAEL IS THE ONLY COUNTRY IN THE
WORLD TO HAVE ABORTION PANELS h)TS A RELIC FROM THE DARK AGESv
Abortions performed without panel approval are punishABLE BY IMPRISONMENT FOR THE DOCTOR AND SIGNIFICANTLY NOT THE
WOMAN ALTHOUGH IN PRACTICE THIS IS NOT ENFORCED AND ACTIVISTS
agree that the panels are largely a formality. Still, the fact that
the doctor is the one considered culpable reinforces the idea that
women cannot or should not decide for themselves regarding
their pregnancies. “Until fairly recently, women were considered
by the medical establishment to be a kind of inventory, a piece of
PROPERTY THAT CANT THINK FOR HERSELF v 2OSENBLUM ADDED
)LLEGAL ABORTIONS THOSE THAT BYPASS THE ABORTION PANELS ARE
AVAILABLE IN )SRAEL ALTHOUGH NOBODY KNOWS EXACTLY HOW MANY
THERE ARE )LLEGAL ABORTIONS HAVE A VERY DIFFERENT CONNOTATION
IN )SRAEL THAN IN THE 5NITED 3TATES h)LLEGALv ABORTIONS ARE NOT
back-alley, unsanitary procedures with a barely qualified doctor.
/N THE CONTRARY hILLEGALv ABORTION IS OFTEN BETTER THAN hLEGALv
it evades the abortion panel in comfortable, expensive, nobodyhas-to-know settings usually run by well-qualified professionals
BENEFITING FROM HIGH FEE PROCEDURES )LLEGAL SIMPLY MEANS THERE
is no panel, avoiding bureaucracy and speeding up the process
to a few hours as opposed to up to two weeks. The privilege of
privacy and full control over one’s fertility is thus available only

israel
there are no threats of clinic
bombings, no political pressure to
overturn women’s basic freedoms,
and no need to travel far from
home. most abortions are legal
in israel. but they are not always
simple to obtain.

to those who can afford to do it without anybody knowing.
7HO PAYS FOR AN ABORTION PROVIDES ANOTHER
WINDOW ONTO )SRAELI SOCIETY )N CASES OF INCEST
or rape, abortions are fully paid for by the state,
a provision rooted in Jewish law. Unlike certain
UNILATERALLY ANTI ABORTION #HRISTIAN TRADITIONS
Judaism actually sees abortion as the correct
action in such circumstances. Jewish law is governed by the
principle of rodef, OR hPURSUERv IF A FETUS IS hPURSUINGv THE MOTHER
that is, threatening her life, the pregnancy should be terminated
and such an abortion is usually covered by the HMOs. The
government also pays for abortions for women who are serving
in the army or who are under the age of 20, who do not need to
notify their parents — making abortion the only medical proceDURE IN )SRAEL THAT DOES NOT REQUIRE PARENTAL CONSENT FOR MINORS
)N AN INTERESTING EXCEPTION HOWEVER GOVERNMENT PAYMENT FOR
abortion is not available for women doing National Service
Sherut Leumi THE VOLUNTARY ALTERNATIVE TO ARMY SERVICE USUALLY
reserved for religious young women. This exemption means that
a religious young woman doing national service will have to pay
for her abortion herself, while her secular-soldier counterpart
will not, reinforcing the idea that religious unmarried women
are assumed to be sexually inactive — and are penalized when
they are not.

the construction of correct femininity

"Y DICTATING WHO CAN AND CANNOT HAVE AN ABORTION WHO SHOULD
or should not pay, and who should or should not be having
babies, the law is in a way regulating women’s sexuality. The law
IS EAGER TO ERASE hINCORRECTv MOTHERHOOD AND SEXUALITY — while
IMPEDING hCORRECTLYv MARRIED WOMEN FROM MANAGING THEIR FERTILity. The norm for sexuality and motherhood is presumed to be a
MARRIED HETEROSEXUAL WOMAN BETWEEN THE AGES OF  AND  !
woman in that category who wants to terminate her pregnancy
will likely find some serious obstacles even if in the end her aborTION WILL BE APPROVED AS MOST ARE )N FACT SOME MARRIED WOMEN
have confessed that they told the abortion panel they were single,
in order to get through the process as smoothly as possible.
h2UTIv A  YEAR OLD ACCOUNTANT HAD BEEN MARRIED FOR TWO
years when she became pregnant. She knew all along that she
DIDNgT WANT CHILDREN h) JUST DO NOT SEE MYSELF AS A MOTHER v SHE
said, six months after her abortion. “Some women get all soft
AND WISTFUL WHEN THEY SEE BABIES ) DONTv 4HE DECISION TO END
the pregnancy was clear to her, but not to her doctor. “He looked

AT ME LIKE ) WAS CRAZY LIKE HE HAD NEVER HEARD OF A WOMAN WHO
doesn’t want children. He would not help me, he would not
give me information, he did not tell me what to expect or what
the procedure entails. He just wanted to get me out of there
AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE NOT TO HAVE TO DEAL WITH MEv 2UTI WENT
to the hospital with no information about what to expect and
no professional support. The panel approved her abortion, but
UNDER THE CATEGORY OF hMENTAL DISEASEv h4HE DOCTOR TOLD ME THAT
) NEEDED TO GET PSYCHOLOGICAL HELP BECAUSE THERES NO SUCH THING
AS A SANE WOMAN WHO DOESNT WANT TO HAVE A BABY v SHE RECALLED
PAINFULLY $AVID "EN 'URION )SRAELS FIRST 0RIME -INISTER ONCE
famously declared that “Any Jewish woman who does not bring
into the world at least four healthy children is shirking her duty
TO THE NATION LIKE A SOLDIER WHO EVADES MILITARY SERVICEv
The abortion panels view a childless woman by choice as a
strange anomaly, almost a freak of nature.

no public debate

)N (EBREW THERE IS NO UNIQUE WORD FOR ABORTION hHapalav MEANS
both abortion and miscarriage, a confusion which can make it
DIFFICULT FOR WOMEN TO OBTAIN THE KIND OF HELP THEY NEED h7E
get so many calls from women with unwanted pregnancies who
ARE UNAWARE OF THEIR CHOICES v SAYS $ANA 7EINBERG FOUNDING
DIRECTOR OF 7OMEN AND 4HEIR "ODIES HTTPWWWWTBORGIL
)N SHARP CONTRAST TO THE 5NITED 3TATES WHERE ABORTION IS A
central item on the platform of the major parties, and educational
campaigns by organizations like Planned Parenthood are everyWHERE IN )SRAEL ABORTION IS SIMPLY NOT PART OF THE PUBLIC DISCOURSE
3OCIAL WORKER *OANNE :ACK 0AKES WHO SERVED AS DIRECTOR OF
THE 3HILO &AMILY 0LANNING AND %DUCATION #ENTER IN *ERUSALEM
FOR  YEARS DESCRIBED THE IRONY OF THE CURRENT CLIMATE IN )SRAEL
in which educated modern women do not know the abortion
law. She is working on a project with Isha L’Isha 7OMAN TO
7OMAN THE (AIFA FEMINIST CENTER TRAINING A GROUP OF FEMINIST
women and researchers to strategize about women's reproductive rights and to run a hotline on these issues. “The women, all
professionals in the field, did not have a clue what the abortion
www.Lilith.org s L I L I T H
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LAW WAS IN )SRAEL 3O IF YOU HAVE KNOWLEDGEABLE EDUCATED FEMInist women who do not know the abortion law, the mainstream
POPULATION CERTAINLY DOES NOT KNOW IT v SHE SAID

enter efrat
The public vacuum is starting to be filled by anti-abortion
groups backed by religious ideologues.
An ad recently placed on the front page of The Jerusalem Post
READS h%FRATS SUCCESS 4HE (EALTH -INISTRY REPORTS ;A= 
DECREASE IN ;THE= NUMBER OF ABORTIONS "UT  UNBORN BABIES ARE
still aborted every day. Tens of thousands of children have been
ALREADY SAVED BY %FRATv 4HIS IS ONE OF THE MANY MEDIA SPOTS OF
%FRAT FORMERLY KNOWN AS #2)" h4HE #OMMITTEE FOR THE 2ESCUE
OF )SRAELI "ABIESv 4HE GOAL OF THE ORGANIZATION ACCORDING TO ITS
OWN STATEMENTS IS TO hRESCUEv BABIES FROM ABORTION TO MAKE UP
FOR THE (OLOCAUST AND hTO INCREASE THE *EWISH BIRTHRATE IN )SRAELv

“the doctor told me that i
needed to get psychological
help, because there’s no such
thing as a sane woman who
doesn’t want to have a baby.”

7OMEN WHO SEEK ABORTIONS THREATEN THE *EWISH PEOPLE MUCH THE
way the Nazis did, according to this narrative. The Efrat materiALS PROCLAIM h3INCE  %FRAT SAVED THE LIVES OF OVER  
*EWISH CHILDREN IN )SRAELv 4HE SUGGESTION IS THAT WOMENS INDEpendent decision-making will impede Jewish growth and hold
back the vital expansion of the Jewish people.
)N THE WORLD VIEW OF %FRAT AN ORGANIZATION RUN BY A RELIGIOUS
MAN $R %LI 3CHUSSHEIM AND SUPPORTED BY AN ECLECTIC GROUP
OF )SRAELI RABBIS INTERNATIONAL DONORS AND SOME !MERICAN
2EPUBLICAN MEMBERS OF #ONGRESS WOMENS BODIES SERVE THE
*EWISH COLLECTIVE 4O THE BROAD )SRAELI PUBLIC %FRAT TRIES TO COME
across as a type of family planning organization, seeking to
hASSISTv WOMEN WHO ARE CONSIDERING ABORTION )NDEED ACCORDING TO 2UTH 4IDHAR ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF %FRAT THEY ARE SIMPLY
PROVIDING hINFORMATIONv 4HIS hINFORMATIONv INCLUDES ONE MILLION
pamphlets distributed each year that describe the early development of the fetus. “Our job here really is to give the women a
TRUE CHOICE v 4IDHAR SAYS h7OMEN DONgT KNOW ABOUT
the development of the embryo, they don't know how
they are going to feel. You want to have an abortion –
FINE "UT JUST KNOW THAT  OF THE WOMEN WHO HAVE
ABORTIONS ARE REALLY SORRY ABOUT IT AFTERWARDS 7E ARE THE
REAL PRO CHOICEv 3O SHE CLAIMS
(EDVA %YAL COORDINATOR OF THE )SHA ,)SHA REPROductive rights project, recalled a recent incident with a
pregnant woman who approached her organization for
assistance after being traumatized by an overeager Efrat

ariella’s story: abortion in my homeland
It was the end of a dry, hot, Israeli summer
in 1991 when the two pink lines appeared
on my pregnancy test. I never expected
that at 21, during that year I spent working and studying in Jerusalem with my
new husband, I would become pregnant.
All I could do was kneel down in the bathroom in our small apartment and cry.
Chaim began calling abortion advertisers, and unknowingly ended up at
two different pro-life organizations (one
of them Efrat) run by Americans living
in Israel. We clearly needed a new plan. I
eventually called a medical center staffed
by English speakers where I received the
number for Shilo. For the first time since
learning of my pregnancy I breathed a
sigh of relief.
When we arrived at the Shilo offices the next day, an English-speaking
volunteer told us abortion was next to
impossible for married women living in
Israel, unless the expectant mother could
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prove she was insane. Our best and least
expensive option was to lie — that is, to
have an abortion in an Israeli hospital for
about $300 while hiding the fact that I
was married. She also told us that doctors did not perform abortions until the
10th week, and that I needed to have an
ultrasound to see exactly how far along
I was. The ultrasound clinic, with baby
pictures on all the walls, was run by ultraOrthodox women who asked all sorts of
questions about my pregnancy, putting
me in a position of having to pretend that
I was actually excited to be having a baby.
Then I spent five long, nauseous difficult
weeks waiting to have my abortion.
When the day arrived, we went to
a private hospital in Tel Aviv where we
were sent straight to the room called “the
pregnancy committee” — an ironic euphemism for the committee that approves
abortion. The “committee” consisted of a
friendly woman who asked me questions

having nothing to do with my abortion
and then sent us to pay. Then, a man
began listing the risks involved — that I
could never become pregnant again, that
they might not get the embryo out on the
first try and would have to repeat the procedure, that they could tear some part of
me and that I would have to have surgery,
and more. By the time he finished I was
a nervous wreck. I kept reminding myself
that Our Bodies Ourselves said abortions
were safer than childbirth.
Next, we went to the room to have the
abortion, where I had to say good-bye to
Chaim. I was assigned a bed in a room full
of beds, some with sleeping women in
them and some empty. I was given a robe
and told to wait. I watched women being
rolled in on stretchers. I thought I would
be sick, since I was fasting before the
procedure and also had morning sickness.
Finally, when it was my turn, I walked half
naked in my white robe into a tiny room

volunteer recounting horrific stories about what would happen
if the woman had an abortion. “They eventually stopped hounding her, but meanwhile we have a traumatized woman on our
HANDS v %YAL SAID
4IDHAR ALSO CLAIMS THAT HER GROUP IS hFEMINIST v A STATEMENT
not only startling for its absurdity but also raising the questions why they want to be considered feminist any more than
they would want to be pegged as pro-choice. Efrat is an antiabortion, anti-women’s-empowerment movement that wants
TO APPEAR PRO CHOICE AND PRO WOMEN )NDEED %FRATS FREQUENT
Hebrew-language radio spots often use benign language like,
h!RE YOU PREGNANT #ONTACT US WE CAN HELPv 7E CANNOT HELP
but wonder if the two-faced nature of the organization reflects
a desire to deflect feminist criticism — or perhaps to appeal to
certain donors.
%FRATS MARKETING CAMPAIGN WORKS 'UIDESTAR )SRAEL REPORTS
THAT %FRAT IS WORKING WITH A  MILLION BUDGET ALL FROM hPRIVATE
DONATIONS v INCLUDING APPROXIMATELY   BUDGETED FOR
ADVERTISING -EANWHILE 3HILO )SRAELS REAL PRO CHOICE ORGANIZAtion, operates with an annual budget of $150,000, none of which
is allocated for advertising. Moreover, while Efrat claims to have
HELPED   TO   WOMEN A YEAR WITH OVER   VOLUNTEERS
on the street, Shilo’s numbers are going down. This disparity is
also gendered: the Efrat board and senior staff are predominantly
male, while the Shilo staff and board are predominantly female.
Thus far, Efrat is winning the battle for the public arena and the
pregnant womb — without much of a fight.

where three men closed the door behind
me. They told me to put my legs up on the
stirrups and they strapped them up. There
I was, naked and tied up. All I wanted was
a woman in the room with me. Before they
gave me anesthesia, one of the younger
men said, “What, are you an American?” He
asked as if I was a young sleazy-easy American who came to Israel and slept with Is-

between feminists and rabbis: abortion politics

-ERETZ +NESSET MEMBER :EHAVA 'ALON STANDS LONELY ON THE
LEGAL BATTLEFRONT FOR WOMENS REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS )N  SHE
PROPOSED A PRIVATE BILL TO REVOKE THE  ABORTION LAW AND
thereby do away with the panels and preconditions.
Galon argued that the legislative process over women’s reproductive rights is not connected to any particular public struggle, but
is rather about behind-the-scenes political wrangling far from the
public eye. Her bill aimed to “create a new discourse around pregnancy and abortion that is not about motherhood but rather about
equality and women’s rights to control their bodies and their fertilITY v SHE SAID hONE IN WHICH THE WOMAN IS AT THE CENTER ) WANTED TO
ADVANCE A CHANGE IN THE SOCIETAL ETHOS VIA LEGISLATIVE ACTIONv
Galon’s bill failed to pass. Surprisingly, even some feminist
lawmakers voted against the law, perhaps afraid that by undoing
the abortion bill, abortions will become harder for women rather
THAN EASIER h.OBODY WANTS TO WAKE A SLEEPING BEAR v SAID :ACK
Pakes. “The religious parties have such power that if we bring it
to the foreground, there is a fear that the law will get more restricTIVE 3O THEREFORE EVERYTHING IS HUSH HUSH AROUND ABORTIONv
Feminist legislators may be justified in their fears of the reliGIOUS PARTIES #HIEF 2ABBIS 3HLOMO !MAR AND 9ONA -EZGER WROTE
in opposition to Galon’s proposal that the “killing of fetuses in
THEIR MOTHERS WOMBSv IS AKIN TO hMURDERING SOULSv AND hDELAYS THE
2EDEMPTION v INTRODUCING LANGUAGE THAT HAD UNTIL THIS POINT BEEN
ABSENT FROM THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS IN )SRAEL AND WHICH IS ARGUABLY
AN IMPOSITION OF #HRISTIAN POLITICS ONTO )SRAEL AND *EWISH LAW 4WO

to eat! My spirits lifted; I just felt relieved
that it was over.
Initially after my abortion, I wanted to
excuse the doctor. Surely he must not have
looked at me that way. He did not really
mean to ask those questions. He must have
meant something else. I must have misunderstood him. Now I let myself say yes, I was
tied up with my naked legs in the air and

in knowing whether I was Jewish — and
American? Was he insinuating that Jewish
women — American Jewish women — were
easy? Slutty? Good in bed? Irresponsible?
And what did it mean that only a married woman who proved herself insane
could have an abortion in Israel? Which
Jewish women, after all, were considered
insane? Only a Jewish woman crazy enough

our best and least expensive option was to lie — that is, to have
an abortion in an israeli hospital for about $300 while hiding
the fact that i was married
raeli men. Then, he asked me if I was Jewish.
Finally, I was given the shots and the next
thing I knew, I was being rolled onto my bed
and was asking, “Is it over?” and it was.
Immediately I felt terrible cramps,
but by the end of the day I was fine, with
almost no cramps. Finally for the first time
in weeks, I was not nauseated, and I wanted

yes, I was silenced at my core, where I could
not speak back. Yes, those were dirty comments, and yes, hurtful.
Recognizing that this doctor’s comments to me were not only misogynist but
also anti-Semitic has been even more difficult. Did he assume that I was a Jew, but
needed to be sure? What was the purpose

not to want a baby? Who, anyway, got to
decide Jewish women’s sanity?
I was thankful that I did not have to
prove that I was insane in order to have my
abortion, when I actually was quite sane and
quite sound in deciding not to become a
mother at the age of 21, before I was ready.
l.a.z.
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families from a young age. An estimated one in four ultra-Orthodox
CHILDREN LIVES BELOW THE POVERTY LINE IN )SRAEL 9ET RELIGIOUS LEADERS
are emphatic that economics should not figure into the discussion
ABOUT ABORTION )TS NO WONDER %FRATS PACKAGE OF ECONOMIC SUPPORT
for women who decide not to abort is so attractive.
3TILL SOME RELIGIOUS WOMEN ARE QUIETLY HAVING ABORTIONS $R
Jordana Hyman, an obstetrician and gynecologist, who specializes in reproductive endocrinology and infertility said “Haredi
;ULTRA /RTHODOX= WOMEN ARE ALSO HAVING ABORTIONS 5SUALLY
THEY INVOLVE A RABBI IN MAKING THE DECISION ) HAVE SEEN WOMEN
terminate an unintentional pregnancy in a case of severe postPARTUM DEPRESSIONv
Statistics about religious women having abortions are difficult to obtain. Tsitsuasuhvili told us that one out of six women
who come to Shilo are religious. She says that they come after
deciding to end the pregnancy and they know they'll get supisrael’s most vulnerable women
port at Shilo — as opposed to from their rabbis or from Efrat.
Meanwhile, religious Jewish women, often among the poorest citi- “Most are young and married but not ready to have a child
zens, are particularly vulnerable. They are pressured to have large YET v SHE SAID h)TgS FAMILY PLANNINGv 3HE ALSO SAYS THAT MOST
have not used birth control pills properly,
reinforcing the idea that family planning
IS NOT PROPERLY TAUGHT IN )SRAEL ESPECIALLY
not in the religious communities. She also
attitudes much the same as 20 years ago
claims that the prevalence of information on
THE )NTERNET AS WELL AS THE EASE OF ACCESSTo test out the experience of obtaining an abortion in Israel today, we apING OVER THE COUNTER 25 THE SO CALLED
proached two clinics — one that performs “legal” abortions and one that
morning-after pill — which has been legal
performs “illegal” abortions. One of us described herself as a 38-year-old
IN )SRAEL SINCE  — have made it easier
mother with four children who was eight weeks pregnant and wanted
for women to get abortions while retainan abortion. At both clinics the employees — including the doctors — tried
ING PRIVACY "UT IT IS NOT CLEAR THAT RELIGIOUS
to convince us not to have the abortion. In the case of the legal aborwomen are getting good information from
tion, an employee by the name of Sigal first asked, “Why did you wait so
THE )NTERNET ! SEARCH OF RELIGIOUS *EWISH
long?” then asked us not to wait too long because “We are people too.” In
women’s counseling centers online comes
other words, the abortion practitioner herself expressed discomfort with
up with zero information about elective
abortions undertaken beyond the very first weeks of pregnancy. Her antitermination of pregnancy. The Nishmat
abortion pitch then went up a tone when she asked, laughing, “Why are
online database of halakhic questions about
you worried about having a fifth child? So have a fifth child. What’s the
women’s gynecological issues does not cover
big deal?” However, she eventually said, “If you decide that this is what
elective abortion.
you want to do, come in and I will help you.”
There are other groups of women who
When we presented at the “illegal” abortion clinic, the doctor initially
ARE
ALSO VULNERABLE !  STUDY SHOWED
responded, “How sure are you that you don't want the pregnancy? You
that
Ethiopian immigrant women's aborknow, you're 38 years old and you have to think about it, because at the
TIONS
RATES TRIPLED FROM  IN  TO
age of 38, having an abortion means you really don't want another baby

IN  "Y CONTRAST 2USSIAN WOMand this is probably your last pregnancy. If you want another baby, then
en's
abortion
rates have been decreasing in
I suggest you don’t terminate now. But whatever you want.” He added
)SRAEL
WITH
ACCESS
TO BETTER CONTRACEPTION
—
that he would evade the abortion panel making this abortion illeShilo
says
that
of
the
number of women who
—
gal because, “If you go to the panel, I'm not sure they will give you the
WALK
INTO
THEIR
CLINIC
 ARE %THIOPIAN
permission.” Despite his own reservations, he quickly added, “I think it's
WHILE
ONLY

ARE
2USSIAN
the woman's choice and the woman's right to decide if she wants it or
Palestinian women are also vulnerable.
not.” In both of these exchanges with abortion clinics, the professionals
7ITHOUT
ACCESS TO SAFE AND LEGAL ABORTIONS
expressed a reluctant willingness to perform the abortion while at the
they
often
resort to unsafe techniques to
same time unabashedly voicing their own strong opinions that it was
abort an unwanted pregnancy.
the wrong decision. A married mother in her 30s is not supposed to have
/NE  STUDY WITH  0ALESTINIAN
an abortion. This attitude reflects abortion in Israel generally: legal but
WOMEN AT "ETHLEHEM 5NIVERSITY CONCLUDdiscouraged; rightfully protected but frowned upon; acceptable in an
ED THAT APPROXIMATELY  OF 0ALESTINIAN
emergency, but not a tool for family planning.
women self-induced abortions. A quarter of
e.m.s. and l.a.z.
the women also talked about abortion being

YEARS LATER IN  3HAS -+ .ISSIM :EEV PROPOSED AN OPPOSING
BILL TO MAKE LATE TERM ABORTIONS ILLEGAL h7HAT IS HAPPENING IN
)SRAEL IS MURDER EVERY DAY v HE TOLD THE PRESS (IS PARTY LEADER %LI
9ISHAI SUPPORTED HIM AS DID 2AV %LIYAHU — THE h2ISHON ,:ION v
WHO WROTE THAT hMILLIONS ;SIC= OF CHILDREN HAVE BEEN CUT ALIVE SINCE
THE BEGINNING OF THE 3TATE v AND COMPARED IT TO WHAT THE ANCIENT
Egyptians did to Jewish babies. Eliyahu also called the midwives
AND THE DOCTORS hMURDERERSv
)N ALL OF )SRAELS HISTORY THERE HAVE BEEN ONLY A HANDFUL OF
public demonstrations on the issue, according to feminist activist
Hannah Safran, author of Don't Wanna Be Nice Girls: The Struggle
for Suffrage and the New Feminism in Israel )N THE ABSENCE OF REAL
public debate, the status quo remains, and it seems that those with
the most money have the most power on the street.
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NECESSARY FOR UNMARRIED WOMEN TO PREVENT hHONOR KILLINGSv WHERE
a woman is murdered by her male relative because of her perceived
sexual misconduct.

a cultural free-for-all
-ANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT )SRAEL IS A GENERATION BEHIND !MERICA
when it comes to social issues concerning race, class and gender.
#ERTAINLY WHEN IT COMES TO THE SEPARATION OF RELIGION AND STATE
)SRAEL IS FAR BEHIND AS RELIGIOUS PARTIES CURRENTLY RUN THE HEALTH
ministry and several other key ministries according to their own
AGENDAS 7HILE SOME MAY ARGUE THAT THE ABSENCE OF A PUBLIC
struggle works in women’s favor — after all, abortions are basically legal and only a few radical religious leaders are putting
up a fight — the public vacuum leaves frightening space for a
CULTURAL FREE FOR ALL 2IGHT NOW THE ORGANIZATION %FRAT IS WIN-

POETRY

father and sons

For David, Daniel, and Jonah Akiba
There is a space between them,
in that space they hold cameras.
The father with his old-fashioned lens,
the son with a modern video camera.
The third man, the other son,
is the one who is the subject
of both their viewfinders.
That is the way it has always been.
There are those who plunge in,

in sharp contrast to the
united states, abortion
is simply not part of the
public discourse. the
public vacuum is
starting to be filled by
anti-abortion groups.

searching and yearning,
like salmon swimming upstream
till they find their home to spawn.
The others watch, tell the story,
wait for the story to include them.
Loss is inevitable.
It happens whether they expect it or not.
When it comes
they are filming, photographing,
writing, crying, and laughing.
“Chazak chazak veneetchazek,”

ning the battle for public education, with an ideology that bulldozes women’s actual economic, emotional, and family-planning
needs, and smacks of manipulation of women’s bodies and lives.
And their budgets mean that they are not going away any time
SOON 2IGHT NOW %FRAT HAS THE LAST WORD BECAUSE NOBODY POWERful enough is challenging them.
The absence of public discourse also maintains the tradition of
delegitimizing women’s overt, active control over their bodies and
lives — PHYSICALLY EMOTIONALLY AND ECONOMICALLY $ISCUSSION OF
women’s management of their own fertility is completely absent
from the public arena, and thus many women lack the platform
and the language to legitimize their own family planning and
CHOICES 'IVEN THE CURRENT RELIGIOUS POLITICAL CLIMATE IN )SRAEL
and the multiple battles that women are waging for equality in
the public sphere and in economic and political life, it is possible
that taking this battle public would indeed ignite a fire, one for
WHICH EVEN MANY )SRAELI FEMINISTS SEEM UNPREPARED

my mother took to telling me
shortly after my grandfather
left this world.
“Be strong, be strong, and let us strengthen one another.”
This person who dances and davens and laughs before you,
who loves somebody or some life
you cannot understand or approve.
He is still the person
you held in your arms
with whom you waited
until the school bus picked him up.
He is still yours.

eve lyons
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